
Using Biophilia to Solve Today’s Workplace Design Challenges
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Brief overview of Biophilia.

Identify design challenges in today’s workplace 
environments.

Understand how to utilize the Biophilic Card 
exploration technique.

Learn how to use nature to solve design problems. 

Learning objectives. Typically, a full 8-hour workshop to establish Biophilic goals and outcomes that address each project’s opportunities and challenges.



The Biophilia Hypothesis suggests that humans 

possess an innate tendency to seek connections 

with nature and other forms of life. 

This is about the human experience. Some ties into saving the natural world, but this is about human health and performance. 



Biophilia design activities by project phase



What outcomes are you trying to achieve? PURPOSE

Where should these be focused? MOMENTS OF FOCUS

Which tactics or cards does the group suggest and 
why? 

Biophilia Overview



Why should we care about Biophilia in design?
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Why should we care about Biophilia in design? 



Which areas should we focus? Reduce stress. 
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Which tactics do we use?  Do any of these questions provoke a biophilic response to gain particular outcomes?
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Explore Biophilic Element Cards: 70 cards: Direct Nature/ Natural Patterns/ Place & Culture 



3 Main Categories of Biophilic Design Elements: Direct Nature/ Natural Patterns/ Place & Culture 



Direct Nature/ Natural Patterns/ Place & Culture 



What do you see?



What outcomes are you trying to achieve? PURPOSE

Where should these be focused? MOMENTS OF FOCUS

Which tactics or cards does the group suggest and 
why? 

Biophilia Overview



Which OUTCOMES?    Where should they be FOCUSED?   Which TACTICS and WHY?




